
 

11/08/2023 

 

To the members of the Licensing Committee. 

 

 

I am a duel driver badge holder (0559) and an owner (PV519), I am writing to yourselves today for 

a request, I am wanting to see if I able to place a magnetic sticker to the rear of my vehicle. 

 

I made this request to Licensing, they said for me to contact yourselves. 

 

I am a pet friendly owner vehicle, my reason for this request to place a magnetic on the rear of my 

vehicle, this sticker doesn’t benefit me in any way of income, its more that I am supporting them, 

with people that are in need of guide/assistance dog and wanting to show my support, it may not 

enhance the service provided and I don’t get any gain on revenue, as god forbid if one of us may 

need. I am wanting to place this sticker in line with my number place and below model on the near 

side, as shown in the attached photograph. 

 

Please find attached pictures within the email sent, I placed the magnetic sticker I am referring to,  

on my vehicle for illustration purposes. 

 

I am ware of the 5.9 Signage, if you not allow, but I am also it could help with 4.12 Carriage of 

Assistance Dogs, as I did have a regular, he has now stopped using because he cant rely on a driver 

(when I am off duty) to collect him. I think as a trade that the handy capped residents are losing 

faith with the taxi services within the district. 

 

If I use my vehicle for personal use, (as I am the only one registered to drive my vehicle) as my 

insurance states that I am able to. Being that my vehicle is licensed, how can I advertise when I am 

off duty? In which I’d like to bring up, is that I don’t understand is why do I need to have stickers 

when the magnetic signage was enough for me, as I was told a few times under test at the VMU that 

if take the magnetic signage off, it will be a pass, not a defect notice on the last test. I still see the 

odd licensed Lancaster vehicles not conforming to this regulations, with names and numbers, think 

pink ribbon sticker, their own company on the rear (not on the side), that are being advertised. 

 

I will be looking forward and waiting to hear your outcome on this. 

 

Jonathan Gray 


